
 KICK AND CATCH
Catch the adversary’s kick

THE RUGBY SPRINT

Kick toward your team

Come back with passes

10 11

Description   
- The game starts with both balls at the same time, one  
 per team. During the game, teams are allowed to be in  
 possession of both balls at the same time.
- One player per team makes a pass between his legs  
 (the ball can touch the ground) to a 2nd player who  
 catches it and maintains it standing on the ground.  
 A 3rd players kicks it in direction of the opposing team.
- Both balls are kicked simultaneously and continually. A  
 team can kick both balls at the same time.
- Trios take turns kicking to assure the participation of  
 everybody.
- Each time a trio kicks the ball, its order changes (so that  
 the same player does not kick the ball every time).
- Every player is allowed to catch the ball.
- A team that catches a ball still in the air scores two  
 points.
- A ball that is caught in the air but after bouncing off the  
 floor gives one point.
- Kicks cannot be blocked.
- The ball can bounce off walls and any obstacle in the  
 gym and still be considered live.

Adaptations and variations
- Using the Scoreboard backwards, awarding a point  
 each time the opposing team fails to catch the ball.
- Determine a maximum amount of rebounds before  
 nullifying the point.

Objectives
- Develop passing, kicking and catching skills.
- Improve speed of execution against other teams. 

Material
- 2 to 4 OMNIKIN® Super Balls (football).
- 2 sets of pinnies of 2 different colors.
- Scoreboard and timer.
- 4 cones.

Preparation
- Form two teams of 6 to 10 players and give them each  
 a ball.
- Two players per team on one side to kick the ball and  
 the others wait on the other side to receive (about  
 3 meters from the wall). 

Goals
- Quickly return the kick while making passes until the  
 opposite wall is reached.

Description 
- One player per team keeps the ball standing on the  
 ground and the other kicks it to his team which is  
 waiting on the other side of the line near the opposite  
 wall.
- Players can be spread out with players of the opposing  
 team but cannot cross the line until one of theirs  
 catches the ball.
- Players are not allowed to touch the other team’s ball.
- Once the ball is caught, players must make passes until  
 they reach the opposite wall. They are not allowed to  
 walk with the ball and every member of their team,  
 including the kickers, must touch the ball before being  
 allowed to score.
- First team to reach the wall scores.
- Once a point is scored, the players set up again but this  
 time changing the kickers.
- Passes must be thrown under the belt as per rugby  
 rules.

Adaptations and variations
- Allow interception of passes by a defense player,  
 nominated before the kick-off.
- Fix a higher number of points required to win the  
 game
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